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ABSTRACT
Vortices are a ubiquitous feature in complex flows and turbulence, but their dynamics are challenging to study due to their
typically transient nature. Here, we perform a detailed study of the vortex dynamics and interactions associated with a symmetry-
breaking flow instability at a 4-way intersection. By precisely controlling the flow rate (hence the Reynolds number, Re) of the
flow about a critical value, we are able to induce the merging of two co-rotating vortices into a single structure and similarly
to induce a single vortex to split into two. Using quantitative flow velocimetry, both processes are recorded with high spatial
and temporal resolution. We find that both the merging and the splitting of vortices are exponential processes, with a rate that
depends on the imposed Re. The vortex dynamics in our system are intimately connected with the symmetry-breaking transition
and are affected by the degree of vortex confinement, which we control by varying the aspect ratio (α) of the flow geometry. We
show how the confinement affects the fundamental nature of the flow transition, which varies from super through subcritical
as α is increased. Our results are of direct relevance to understanding and predicting flow transitions and vortex dynamics in
flow intersections, particularly in confined environments such as in microfluidic (lab-on-a-chip) devices and in the circulatory
system, and may be relevant to the prediction of vortex interactions in general.

© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5087732

I. INTRODUCTION

Swirling flows and formation of vortices have been
attracting scientific attention for centuries due to their
intriguing nature and prevalence in diverse environments.
Vortices frequently occur in geophysical flows, where they
may lead to turbulence resulting in violent storms such as tor-
nados and hurricanes.1 The continuous merging and splitting
of the vortices in the upper levels of the atmosphere above
the poles influence the weather around the globe.2–4 Vortices
are crucial in many industrial and engineering applications.
In particular, the formation of trailing vortices in the wake of
airplanes may cause unpredictable turbulent flow and require
redirection of following air traffic.5,6 Vortices are also formed
by the movement of winged creatures and are an important
feature in their flight.7 Even in relatively viscous flows such as
in pipes and channels with small length scales, vortices can
play a significant role in the fluid dynamics, particularly at

flow intersections such as T-, Y-, and X-junctions or around
bends.8–17 Such configurations are common features in all
flow loops including biological circulation systems. Addition-
ally, vortices are commonly generated in inviscid environ-
ments such as superfluids and electro-magnetic fields. The
dynamics of these vortices resembles two dimensional ideal
flows,18–20 and they are often analyzed with classical fluid
dynamics tools.21,22

Vortices are especially important in the study of turbu-
lent flows and can be regarded as their building blocks, as they
may form more defined (coherent) structures which contain
most of the kinetic energy in the flow.23,24 Vortex merging and
splitting are at the heart of the energy cascade of turbulent
flows.25–27

The merging process of two co-rotating vortices has been
broadly studied due to its practical importance to aircraft
trailing vortices. Experimental apparatus and numerical mod-
els that recreate trailing vortices enable the mechanism of the
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merging process to be studied in detail and have been dis-
cussed in several studies.28–36 Although there is still an ongo-
ing debate about how to define a vortex,37,38 there is a general
agreement that the mechanism of merging consists of three
main stages: (1) the first diffusive stage in which the core of
each vortex grows, (2) the convective stage, in which the vor-
tices rapidly move towards one another, and (3) the second
diffusive stage in which the vortices have merged into a single
structure.35,36,39,40

In contrast to vortex merging, the process of vortex
splitting is much more challenging to induce and study, and
experimental evidence of the phenomenon is scarce.41–44

In this study, we achieve well-controlled inducement of
both vortex merging and splitting by employing a canoni-
cal extensional flow device. The device, known as a “cross-
slot” geometry, consists of a 4-way flow intersection with two
oppositely facing inlets and two oppositely facing outlets, see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) (Multimedia view). At low values of the dimen-
sionless flow velocity (or Reynolds number, Re), the flow along
the outlet channels is symmetric about y and z and com-
prises of four cells of Dean vortices, Fig. 1(c) (Multimedia view).
However, if Re is increased beyond a critical value Rec, the
flow breaks symmetry and one pair of co-rotating Dean vor-
tices approach each other and merge to form a single steady
streamwise stretched vortex (similar to a Burgers vortex),45,46

centrally aligned along the outlet channel, Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic diagram of the experimental setup, which allows a direct
observation of the x = 0 plane on an inverted microscope. Inflow (along y) is indi-
cated by the blue arrows, and outflow (along x) is indicated by the red arrows. (b)
Schematic diagram of a vortex in the cross-slot device for flow at Re > Rec ; d
and w are the channel depth and width, respectively. [(c)–(e)] µ-PIV images of the
vorticity field at x = 0: (c) a symmetric flow field with four cells of Dean vortices; (d)
an asymmetric flow field where two intensified Dean vortices have commenced to
merge; and (e) a single steady, central streamwise vortex is formed by the merging
of the two Dean vortices. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5087732.1

(Multimedia view). By a reduction in Reynolds number from an
initial value Re > Rec, the opposite process can be observed
in which a single vortex splits into two co-rotating vortices
that migrate away from each other as the flow regains sym-
metry [Figs. 1(c)–1(e) (Multimedia view)]. The processes can be
directly visualized on a microscope, and the streamwise vor-
ticity can be quantitatively measured using time-resolved flow
velocimetry [Fig. 1 (Multimedia view)].14

In our experimental system, the Dean vortices are each
confined within a quadrant of the channel cross section dic-
tated by the boundaries of the channel and by the neigh-
boring counter-rotating vortices. As a result, complications
arising from the Fujiwhara effect are eliminated and we avoid
the need to employ a rotating reference frame in our analy-
ses.38,47,48 We perform experiments by controlling Re in two
distinct ways: (1) increasing and decreasing quasistatic ramps
of Re in which the flow is observed under steady conditions at
each Re increment and (2) large step increases or decreases in
Re in which the flow is observed as it dynamically approaches
the steady state at above or below Rec. While the origin of sym-
metry breaking has previously been linked to vortex dynamics
through numerical studies of the vortex shedding downstream
of a circular cylinder,49 our work represents the first time that
the relationship between symmetry breaking and the merging
and splitting of vortices has been studied under such con-
trolled experimental conditions. In addition, we examine the
effect of varying the aspect ratio of the rectangular inlet and
outlet channels [α = d/w, where d and w are the channel depth
and width, respectively, Fig. 1(b) (Multimedia view)]. A previous
study has shown that the symmetry-breaking flow bifurcation
changes from supercritical (non-hysteretic) for low α . 0.55
to subcritical (i.e., hysteretic) for α & 0.55 (with a tricritical
transition occurring for α ≈ 0.55).13 Here we report how the
vortex dynamics depends intimately on the nature of the flow
transition.

Our observations and measurements show that changing
α affects the degree to which the Dean vortices are confined
within their respective quadrants of the channel cross sec-
tion (lower α implies greater confinement). This modifies the
relative rates of merging and splitting as Re is increased or
decreased (respectively) past the critical point, providing a
rationalization for the emergence of hysteresis in the system
at higher values of α.

Our experimental methods provide a new approach to
the study of vortex dynamics, in particular vortex split-
ting, in an extremely well-controlled experimental frame. Our
findings suggest that the physical mechanisms underlying
vortex merging and splitting can be affected by the con-
finement of the vortices and we identify possible changes in
the mechanisms that govern these widespread and important
processes.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Microfluidic devices

Four microfluidic cross-slot channels with different val-
ues of the aspect ratio α are fabricated in fused silica by
selective laser-induced etching using a “LightFab” 3D printer
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TABLE I. Specifications of the microfluidic cross-slot devices.

α w (µm) d (µm) Transition type Rec Re∗c

0.45 1490 670 Supercritical 107.5 107.5
0.57 1460 830 Near tricritical 76.0 75.0
1.1 990 1060 Subcritical 40.2 36.5
2.4 620 1500 Subcritical 26.5 21.4

(LightFab GmbH, Germany).50–52 The chosen aspect ratios
capture both supercritical (α . 0.55) and subcritical (hys-
teretic, α & 0.55) flow transitions, see Table I.13 By measure-
ment of the channel dimensions subsequent to fabrication, the
error in quoted values of α is estimated to be ±1%.

The device inlet lengths are set to be 16 mm, giving a
high ratio (>10) between the inlet length and the largest chan-
nel dimension, ensuring fully developed flow before the fluid
reaches the 4-way intersection of the cross-slot. The outlets
are designed to be as long as possible (≈5 mm), while still
allowing imaging to be performed at the yz centerplane [at
x = 0, see Fig. 1(b) (Multimedia view)].

The inlets and outlets are connected to four individu-
ally controlled high precision neMESYS syringe pumps (Cetoni
GmbH, Germany) fitted with Hamilton Gastight syringes. Two
of the pumps drive fluid into the two opposed inlets, while the
other two pumps withdraw fluid simultaneously from the two
outlets of the device (all at equal volumetric flow rates). The
pumps are operated at a minimum of 10× (and typically >50×)
the manufacturer’s specified lowest “pulsation-free” dosing
rate. In order to keep the system compliance at a minimum,
the tubing between the syringes and the device is made of
rigid poly(tetrafluoroethylene), the tubing is kept as short as
possible, and great care is taken to purge all air from the
system.

The transition from symmetric to asymmetric flow is
directly controlled by the magnitude of the Reynolds number,
which describes the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the
flow,

Re =
Uw
ν

, (1)

where U is the average flow velocity in each channel of the
cross-slot device. All of our experiments involve the flow of
deionized water with a kinematic viscosity ν = 8.9× 10−7 m2 s−1

at 25 ◦C. All experiments are carried out at 25 ± 1 ◦C, and the
estimated error in Re is around ±1%.

As described in the Introduction, for low values of Re the
flow field is symmetric and stable, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(c)
(Multimedia view). If Re is increased beyond the critical value
Rec, the symmetry breaks and the process of vortex merging
proceeds [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) (Multimedia view)]. When per-
forming the opposite experiment (reducing Re from an initial
value >Rec), the central vortex will split into two co-rotating
vortices and the flow field will regain symmetry at Re < Re∗c.
For supercritical transitions Rec = Re∗c, but for subcritical tran-
sitions Rec > Re∗c due to the hysteresis. The exact values of Rec
and Re∗c are dependent on α and will be elucidated later but for
convenience are specified in advance in Table I.

B. Flow field measurements
A micro-particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) system (TSI,

Inc., MN) is used in order to perform quantitative measure-
ments of the flow field.53,54

For flow visualization, the test fluids are seeded with flu-
orescent particles (PS-FluoRed, MicroParticles GmbH, Ger-
many) of diameter dp = 5.0 µm with excitation and emis-
sion wavelengths of 530 nm and 607 nm, respectively. The
microfluidic devices are mounted on the stage of an inverted
microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti), and a Nikon Plan Fluor, 4×,
NA = 0.13 numerical aperture lens is used to bring the central
x = 0 plane into focus [Fig. 1(a) (Multimedia view)]. With this
combination of particle size and objective lens, the measure-
ment depth over which particles contribute to the determi-
nation of the velocity field is δxm ≈ 210 µm (δxm < 0.33w).53

Using a dual-pulsed laser synchronized with a high-speed
camera operated in frame-straddling mode, particle images
are captured in pairs with a known time separation. By cross-
correlating the images in each pair, velocity vectors vy and
vz are obtained in the y and z directions, respectively. Fur-
ther specifications about the µ-PIV system and the measure-
ment and processing methods can be found in a previous
publication.14

C. Experimental protocol
Quasistatic experiments are conducted over a range of

Rec < Re < Re∗c by programming the syringe pumps to per-
form ramps up and down in Re with small step increases
or decreases of 0.2 . Re . 2 (depending on the specific
microfluidic device under study). Five seconds of steady flow is
imposed at each increment in Re. Note that this is significantly
longer than the diffusion time scale of water calculated for the
device with the largest length scale (α = 0.45, w = 1490 µm),
which is given by td = (w/2)2/ν ≈ 0.56 s.

Image pairs are captured at a rate of 5 Hz using the µ-
PIV system. For each step in Re, 25 velocity vector fields are
thus produced. The velocity fields from each step are averaged
(avoiding transients) using the software Tecplot Focus (Tec-
plot, Inc., WA), and the averaged flow field is further processed
to obtain the streamwise vorticity ωx = (∂vz/∂y) − (∂vy/∂z)
and streamline projections on the x = 0 plane.

Based on the values of Rec and Re∗c found in the quasistatic
experiments (given already in Table I), time dependent mea-
surements are conducted. The transition from symmetric to
asymmetric flow is studied by imposing a single step in Re
from an initial value Rei < Re∗c to a final value Ref > Re∗c.
Similarly, the opposite experiments are conducted with a sin-
gle step in Re, from Rei > Rec to a final value Ref < Rec.
For each value of α, several measurements are performed for
various values of Ref , while Rei is held constant. Data acqui-
sition starts before flow is imposed. The Reynolds number
is increased from 0 to Rei and held steady for 5 s. Subse-
quently, Re is increased from Rei to Ref and again the flow is
kept steady for 5 s. By this protocol, we can easily determine
the moment during acquisition where the second step begins,
which defines the time t = 0. In these experiments, image
pairs are captured at 100 Hz and are processed individually to
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obtain 100 velocity fields per second. This is found to be more
than sufficient to capture the detailed dynamics of the flow
transition.

D. Landau model
As in a number of previous studies,13,14,55 the Landau

model of equilibrium phase transitions is used here to describe
symmetry breaking flow transition.

We use a dimensionless order parameter ψ to represent
the degree of symmetry in the flow,

ψ =

w
2

∫
− w

2

d
2

∫
− d

2

ωxdzdy

w
2

∫
− w

2

d
2

∫
− d

2

|ωx |dzdy

. (2)

For symmetric flow (Re < Re∗c), the two pairs of co-
rotating diagonally opposed Dean vortices are of equal and
opposite magnitude; hence, the numerator in Eq. (2) vanishes
and ψ = 0. For Re > Rec, one of the pairs of co-rotating Dean
vortices intensifies at the expense of the other [as shown in
Fig. 1(d) (Multimedia view)] and ψ attains a non-zero value.

A sextic Landau-type polynomial potential is used to
describe the symmetry-breaking bifurcation13,14,56

F = −hψ −
1
2
εψ2 +

1
4
gψ4 +

1
6
kψ6, (3)

where ε = (Re − Rec)/Rec is a normalized control parameter.
The value of ψ(ε) corresponds to the extrema of F, where

∂F/∂ψ = 0 and therefore ε can be written in the following
form:13

ε = kψ4 + gψ2 − hψ−1. (4)

The ratio between the coefficients g and k determines
the shape and order of the transition. When g > 0, the for-
ward bifurcation at ε = 0 is analogous to a supercritical phase
transition. For g < 0, the bifurcation turns backwards, corre-
sponding to a subcritical phase transition with hysteresis. In
the special case of g = 0, the transition lies between super
and subcritical, and the bifurcation at ε = 0 is termed “tricrit-
ical.” The asymmetric term with the coefficient h accounts for
system imperfections that lead to the selection of a favored
co-rotating vortex pair to intensify at the expense of the other
pair. Note that ψ can be either positive or negative, depend-
ing on which pair of Dean vortices dominates and merges for
ε > 0. For clarity of presentation of our results, we define
an additional quantity ψ′ = ψ sgn(ψ|ε >0), for which the dom-
inant branch of instability appears positive regardless of the
direction of vortex rotation.

III. RESULTS
A. Quasistatic control of Re

In this section, we present the results of quasistatically
controlled ramps of increasing and decreasing Re carried out
in the four cross-slot devices with different values of α. We
begin by characterizing in detail the flow bifurcation in each

device in terms of the Landau model (from which we produce a
phase diagram for the transitions). We then proceed to analyse
the associated approach and separation of the dominant Dean
vortex pair.

1. Flow bifurcation and the Landau potential
The quantity ψ′ (which captures the degree of asym-

metry in the flow) is plotted as a function of the normal-
ized control parameter ε for all four values of α in Fig. 2.
Increasing ramps in Re are represented by solid symbols and
decreasing ramps by open symbols. In all cases, the data are
well described by Eq. (4) (solid lines), from which we obtain
the parameters g, k, h, and Rec. For subcritical transitions
(g < 0), we also obtain Re∗c = Rec(1−g2/4k) (for g ≥ 0, Re∗c = Rec).
The values obtained for Rec and Re∗c are summarized in Table I.
Additional details about the parameters extracted from the
Landau model can be found in the supplementary material.

Consistent with expectations,13 our data reveal that a
supercritical transition occurs at the lowest aspect ratio,
α = 0.45 [Fig. 2(a)]. An essentially tricritical transition is
observed for α = 0.57 [Fig. 2(b)], for which the transition
appears slightly backwards, but Re∗c = Rec within experimental
error. Clearly subcritical transitions occur at α = 1.1 and α = 2.4,
with small and larger hysteresis loops, respectively [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)].

From Table I, we can see that Rec increases as α is
decreased. The confinement of the flow field by the solid
channel walls at z = ±d/2 increasingly stabilizes the flow as

FIG. 2. The order parameter ψ (multiplied by its own sign for ε > 0) as a function
of the control parameter ε for quasistatic measurements in cross-slot channels
with different aspect ratios, α. (a) Supercritical transition for α = 0.45, (b) near
tricritical transition for α = 0.57, (c) subcritical transition with a small hysteresis
loop for α = 1.1, and (d) a larger hysteresis loop for α = 2.4. Closed and open
symbols represent data obtained by controlled increases and decreases in Re,
respectively. Curves are fitted with the Landau model [Eq. (4)]. Arrows indicate the
jump between stable and unstable branches where hysteresis is detected. Insets
are µ-PIV images of the vorticity at the center plane (x = 0) at the values of Re
indicated above each image.
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α is decreased, and therefore a higher Rec is needed for the
symmetric flow state to become unstable.

The insets of Fig. 2 show contour plots of the vorticity
over the x = 0 plane with streamline projections superim-
posed. These plots demonstrate the flow field for decreas-
ing Re ramps. The flow fields enclosed by a red frame show
a single spiral vortex structure for ε = 0.1. The flow field
enclosed by a blue frame corresponds to symmetric flow at
Re < Re∗c. For α = 0.45 and α = 0.57, the symmetric flow state
is regained for ε . 0 [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. For the chan-
nels with higher α = 1.1 and α = 2.4, the regaining of symmetry
happens at lower values of ε . −0.1 and ε . −0.18 (respec-
tively), due to the hysteresis [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. For these
cases, we show an additional inset flow field (enclosed in a
mauve frame) for conditions within the hysteresis loop, where
ε = −0.05.

Varying α and ε results in a change of the shape of
the Landau potential and the free energy of the system. The
Landau potentials [F(ψ), Eq. (3)] can be calculated from the
parameters used to fit Eq. (4) to the experimental bifurcation
diagrams in Fig. 2. Examples of F(ψ) for various (α, ε) are shown
as insets in the phase diagram presented in Fig. 3. The vertical
red line in Fig. 3 marks the aspect ratio α = 0.55 for which a
tricritical point is formed at ε = 0. To the left hand side of the
red line, the transition will be supercritical, and to the right
hand side, the transition will be subcritical. The black hori-
zontal line marks the line of critical points, where ε = 0. The
dashed-dotted black line marks the hysteretic curve, where
ε = g2/4k. Below the dashed-dotted line, F has a single min-
imum at ψ = 0, indicating that symmetric flow is always the
only stable state. Above the solid black line, for ε > 0, F has
a maximum at ψ = 0 (symmetric flow becomes unstable), and
acquires two new minima, the new stable points, where the
flow is asymmetric. The left-hand-side minimum corresponds

FIG. 3. Phase diagram for transitions in (α, ε) parameter space.

to a negative solution (ψ < 0, clockwise rotation), while the
right-hand-side minimum corresponds to a positive solution
(ψ > 0, counter-clockwise rotation). Since the bifurcations in
these experiments are not perfect, and we get a non-zero h
term in Eq. (3), one minimum will be deeper than the other,
and to this deeper well, the instability will evolve correspond-
ing to the direction of the vortex rotation. Between the black
solid line and the black dashed-dotted line is the hysteretic
region in which F has three minima and the symmetric state
can be either stable or unstable, depending on the history of
the system.

As ε is increased up to the onset of the asymmetry,
and ψ becomes non-zero, a dominant pair of co-rotating
Dean vortices begin to approach each other in the process of
merging. In Sec. III A 2, we describe for the first time, a con-
trolled merging process captured during quasistatic exper-
iments. We will also present the data from the opposite
experiments, in which a single vortex splits into two co-
rotating vortices that migrate away from each other as ε is
decreased in a quasistatic fashion.

2. Quasistatic vortex merging and splitting
In the process of vortex merging, two co-rotating vor-

tices grow in size and share their outer vorticity bands as
they approach each other. This process and its mechanism
have been described in detail in the literature for uncon-
fined macroscale vortices.28–36 The first stage of merging is
characterized by diffusive growth of the vortex cores and
a slow approach of the cores towards each other. Typi-
cally, once the ratio between core size a and core separa-
tion distance b has reduced to a value 0.24 . a/b . 0.32,
a convective merging stage will begin. In the fast convec-
tive stage, the vortices deform, share filaments, and rapidly
move toward each other. The final third stage is the merged
diffusive stage in which the two vortices are merged into a
single structure.31,57,58 Some studies have reported a fourth
stage in the merging process, which is referred to as a
second diffusive stage (a slowdown in the merging pro-
cess), that follows the convective stage, prior to the ultimate
merging.29–31

In all of the previous reports, the experiments were time
dependent, where only the initial Re was controlled.28,30,57–60

Here, with quasistatic experiments, we are able to precisely
control Re in very small increments, which allows us to arrest
the merging process at any stage while maintaining a constant
background flow. To the best of our knowledge, such a con-
trolled experimental system for the study of vortex merging
has not been reported before.

Additionally, in previous studies, the vortices were not
confined and therefore were able to move freely and rotate
around each other in the process of merging. This rotation is
eliminated from our experimental system in which each Dean
vortex is confined to a quadrant of the channel cross section,
due to the boundaries dictated by the neighboring counter
vortices and the walls of the channel. Our experimental sys-
tem thus allows us to completely avoid a rotating reference
frame and consequently maintain a uniform and simplified
data analysis.38,48
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The process of merging is commonly studied by follow-
ing the distance between the cores of the merging vortices, b,
normalized by the maximal distance between the cores b0.39

In order to identify the location of the cores, we first need
to define the planar domain in which the vortex is confined
and find the circulation of the Dean vortex (ΓDean) within the
domain. In our experiments, it is reasonable to assume that
the planar domain for each Dean vortex is its respective quad-
rant of the cross section of the channel. The circulation in each
quadrant, ΓDean is given by

ΓDean =

± w
2∫

0

± d
2∫

0

ωxdzdy. (5)

Of course, in the present experimental system, an equiv-
alent analysis can also be performed for vortex splitting, i.e.,
b can be evaluated as Re is progressively reduced as well as
increased for Re < Rec.

In Fig. 4, the nondimensionalized average circulation of
the two merging Dean vortices ΓDean/Uw is plotted as a func-
tion of ε for ε < 0. From this figure, we can see that the max-
imal dimensionless circulation of a Dean vortex is measured
just before the onset of the asymmetric flow. We note that
near ε = 0 the dimensional circulation is higher in channels
with lower α (as illustrated by the inset images). However, in
dimensionless form ΓDean/Uw is higher for α = 1.1 and 2.4 than
it is for α = 0.57 and 0.45, even though the Reynolds number
has now effectively been scaled out and a data collapse might
be expected.

The insets of Fig. 4 show the vorticity of the flow field at
x = 0 for ε = −0.02, just before the onset of the asymmetric

FIG. 4. The nondimensional circulation ΓDean/Uw of a quadrant from the cross
section at x = 0 is plotted as a function of ε. Closed and open symbols correspond
to increasing and decreasing increments in Re. Insets are µ-PIV images of the
vorticity at x = 0 for ε = −0.02, and the dashed lines divide the flow field into the
defined quadrants.

flow. The vorticity patches shown in the insets of Fig. 4 give
an indication of the space within the quadrant occupied by
a Dean vortex. For α = 0.45 and 0.57, the vorticity patches
occupy nearly the entire quadrant. The size of the Dean vor-
tex is set by the channel half-width w/2, so for α < 1 the Dean
vortices are compressed by the shallow depth and are con-
stricted between the wall and the counter rotating vortices.
By contrast, for higher α > 1, the vorticity patches are localized
near the walls at z = ±d/2, occupy a space that is smaller than
the quadrant, and are therefore less spatially confined.

The center position of the merging Dean vortices Xc is
calculated from the velocity field as follows:39

Xc =
1
ΓDean

± w
2∫

0

± d
2∫

0

Xωxdzdy, (6)

where X is the coordinate within the quadrant containing the
vorticity ωx. After finding the center position of each Dean
vortex for each imposed Re, the distance between the two
merging vortices (b) is computed by subtraction.

The parameter b/b0 is plotted as a function of ε in
Fig. 5(a), where closed and open symbols refer to vortex
merging (increasing ε) and vortex splitting (decreasing ε),
respectively.

In low aspect ratio channels (α < 1), we observe that the
approach of the dominant Dean vortex pair with increasing ε is
very gradual and actually continues beyond the onset of sym-
metry breaking. Merging into a single central vortex occurs
after displacement of the Dean vortices through a relatively
short distance (≈0.1b0). Since the Dean vortices are relatively
close to each other even in the symmetric state (see insets of
Fig. 4), merging occurs for a relatively small displacement of
the cores.

For the deep channels with α > 1, the two merging Dean
vortices show an initially gradual approach as ε is increased
but then rapidly merge into a single structure at ε = 0. In
these cases, the Dean vortices are more widely separated in
the symmetric flow state (see insets of Fig. 4), so must displace
a considerable fraction of their maximal separation b0 before
merging occurs.

FIG. 5. (a) Normalized distance between Dean vortex pairs prior to merging,
b/b0 as a function of ε. (b) Normalized characteristic radius a/w of the single
merged vortical structure as a function of ε. Closed/open symbols represent
increasing/decreasing Re steps.
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Apart from the vortex merging process, our experimen-
tal system allows the controlled study of vortex splitting.
Vortex splitting was theoretically predicted decades ago and
was supported with computational evidence.61–63 Experimen-
tal observations of vortex splitting were first reported by
Freymuth et al.41,42 Their experiments validated the previous
theoretical predictions, by the observation of vortex split-
ting behind an airfoil where regions of vorticity of oppo-
site signs were formed (a flow field somewhat resembling
that in our own experiments, see Fig. 2). Later on, numerical
simulations revealed that the process of merging and split-
ting of Dean vortex pairs, in curved and rotating channel
flows, could be attributed to spanwise perturbations known
as the Eckhaus instability.43 Additional reports suggest that
merging and splitting events in arrays of counter-rotating
Dean vortices are associated with the spacing between vor-
tex pairs and are affected by centrifugal instabilities.44 Yet
in all of the mentioned studies the control over the experi-
mental conditions was limited. Additionally, the previous stud-
ies involved stacks of multiple vortices that exhibit complex
interactions. By contrast, in our experimental setup, a single
vortex is isolated at a fixed location and forced to split in a
controlled fashion by a simple manipulation of the Reynolds
number.

In our experiments, we are able to measure the separa-
tion between vortices as we reduce Re in a finely controlled
manner, as demonstrated by the open symbols in Fig. 5(a). For
the low α channels, the merging and splitting processes are
clearly reversible as the curves follow the same path. How-
ever, for α = 1.1 and 2.4, the vortex splitting occurs for lower
values of ε than vortex merging. This is due to the hysteresis
in the flow that permits the existence of a central vortex for
−g2/4k < ε < 0.

Once the dominant Dean vortex pair has merged into
a single central vortex, we can continue our analysis by
tracking the size of the vortex core as a function of the
imposed ε. The characteristic radius of the central vor-
tex core is evaluated from the second order moment of
vorticity39

a2 =
1
Γ

w
2∫

− w
2

d
2∫

− d
2

|X − Xc |2ωxdzdy. (7)

The vortex core radius is normalized by the characteristic
length scale w and is plotted as a function of ε in Fig. 5(b).
For increasing Re ramps, the plots show how the radius of the
central vortex core increases with increasing ε, starting from
the value at which the merging process is completed and the
central vortex is formed. For α = 0.45 and 0.57, the growth
and reduction of the central vortex radius as Re is increased
and decreased clearly follow the same curve. However for
α = 1.1 and 2.4 the curve for reducing Re is prolonged to
negative values of ε and smaller values of a/w due to the
hysteresis in the flow. As α is increased, the central vortex
occupies a greater portion of the channel width w. How-
ever, the size of the central vortex is not limited simply by w
since the vortex can actually impinge into the channel inlets
[as reported previously13 and demonstrated by the inset in

Fig. 2(d) where Re = 30.2]. This implies that the central vortex
size is mostly limited by d, the depth of the channel. Therefore,
higher values of α enable relatively larger, more intense vor-
tices to be formed, while low α suppresses vortex growth and
intensification.

B. Dynamic experiments
In this section, we will describe the dynamic flow exper-

iments in which we impose a large step increase or decrease
in Re across the critical value and observe the time evolution
of the flow as it approaches the steady state. We begin by pre-
senting the time dependence of the symmetry breaking flow
instability before describing the dynamics of the associated
vortex merging and splitting processes.

FIG. 6. Time dependence of ψ′ for all four aspect ratios: (a) α = 0.45, (b)
α = 0.57, (c) α = 1.1, and (d) α = 2.4. Experiments are done for various val-
ues of εf , indicated in the legends. The data are fitted with the dynamic form of
the Landau model [Eq. (8)]. (Left) Increasing Re steps and (right) decreasing Re
steps.
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1. Dynamics of the flow transition
Time dependent experiments are conducted by imposing

a single step increase or decrease in Re from an initial value
Rei to a final value Ref across the transition, as described in
Sec. II C. This results in an instantaneous change in the free
energy of the system F. We follow ψ as it subsequently evolves
in time towards equilibrium in one of the new potential wells
(see insets in Fig. 3).

For time dependent experiments, the initial and final
imposed control parameters are defined as εi = (Rei − Rec)/Rec
and εf = (Ref − Rec)/Rec, respectively.

For increasing Re steps, we begin with an initial Rei < Re∗c
and end with a final Ref > Re∗c. The left-side column of Fig. 6
shows ψ′ plotted as a function of time (t) for increasing Re
steps, from εi (indicated in the figure) to various values of εf
which are specified in the legend.

For experiments involving decreasing Re steps, we begin
from an initial Rei > Rec (i.e., εi > 0) and reduce to a final
Ref < Rec (i.e., εf < 0, including values within the hysteresis
regions). The curves showing ψ′(t) for decreasing ε experi-
ments are plotted in the right-side column of Fig. 6, where
again εi is indicated in the figure and the various values of εf
imposed at each aspect ratio are indicated in the legends.

The solid lines in Fig. 6 are fits to the data curves using a
dynamic form of the Landau model56

τ
dψ
dt
= −

dF
dψ
= εψ − gψ3 − kψ5 + h, (8)

where τ is a characteristic time.
In order to reduce the number of free parameters in this

fit, k was set to be equal to 1. The parameters g, h, ε, and τ

were left free, and their specific values are discussed in detail
in the supplementary material. As is evident from Fig. 6, Eq. (8)
provides an excellent description of the relaxation dynamics
observed in our experiments at all α and εf .

For increasing steps in ε (Fig. 6, left), the results are in
general accordance with the quasistatic flow curves shown in
Fig. 2 and the steady state value of ψ′ grows as the imposed
εf is increased. For the subcritical transitions, we note some
interesting cases, e.g., for α = 2.4 at εf = −0.02, where ψ′

appears to settle at an intermediate metastable value for
1 . t . 2.5 s before eventually increasing to the final steady
state value. The intermediate and final values of ψ′ are approx-
imately consistent with the values found on the lower and
upper branches within the hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 2(d)
at the same ε = εf = −0.02. Despite the resulting complex time
evolution of ψ, Eq. (8) captures the dynamics in a very precise
manner.

From the plots in Fig. 6 (left), it is apparent that the
transition becomes prolonged as εf is decreased. This can be
explained by the change in shape of the Landau potential. For
small values of εf , the new potential wells that form are shal-
low and therefore F at ψ = 0 is nearly flat, which causes ψ to
evolve slowly. A larger εf results in deeper potential wells with
steeper slopes near ψ = 0 which cause the transition to occur
faster. This trend is seen for all values of α that are studied
here; however, the slowdown in the dynamics of the transition
is most prominent near the tricritical point [i.e., for α = 0.57 as
εf → 0, Fig. 6(b)]. Similar behaviors have also been reported
for flow transitions near critical points in the Taylor-Couette
geometry.64,65

The right-hand side of Fig. 6 shows the evolution of ψ′

as ε is decreased from εi > 0 to εf < 0. From these plots, it
is seen that for lower aspect ratios [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)] the
transition back to symmetry (i.e., ψ = 0) occurs faster than the
symmetry breaking even as εf → 0. This can again be explained
simply by considering the change in shape of the Landau
potential, which changes directly from having two minima to
having a single minimum as εf is decreased below the criti-
cal value (see insets in Fig. 3). For the subcritical transitions
at higher aspect ratios [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)], where hysteresis

FIG. 7. Evolution of vorticity fields observed in the center plane (x = 0) of a cross-slot device with α = 2.4. (a) Symmetry breaking and formation of a central vortex are
captured for an increase from ε i = −0.24 to εf = 0.06. (b) Decay of a central vortex for a reduction from ε i = 0.15 to εf = −0.17 (within the hysteresis loop). (c) Regaining of
symmetric flow for a reduction from ε i = 0.15 to εf = −0.28. The colored frames surrounding the sets of images correspond to the data sets shown in Fig. 6(d). Multimedia
views: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5087732.2; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5087732.3; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5087732.4
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emerges, the process of regaining symmetry is more compli-
cated, as seen by the convoluted curve shapes. For values of
−g2/4k < εf < 0 that lie within the hysteresis loop, the Landau
potential develops three minima (see Fig. 3) and it is possi-
ble to remain at a high value of ψ′ in a stable or metastable
state.

Figure 7 (Multimedia view) shows the flow vorticity fields
measured in dynamic experiments for three different cases
of a subcritical transition (α = 2.4). For an increase in ε from
εi = −0.24 to εf = 0.06, Fig. 7(a) (Multimedia view) shows how
the flow field breaks symmetry at t > 0 and evolves to a sta-
ble asymmetric field with a fully developed central vortex.
This set of figures corresponds to the plot shown in Fig. 6(d),
where εf = 0.06 (turquoise circles). The evolution of the flow
for a reduction of ε from εi = 0.15 into the hysteresis region
is shown by the images in Fig. 7(b) (Multimedia view), where
εf = −0.17. Here, the flow field evolves from stable central vor-
tex at t = 0 s to a smaller central vortex at t = 0.25 s and finally
to an even smaller vortex at t = 1 s that subsequently remains
stable and steady in time. This set of figures corresponds to
the plot shown in Fig. 6(d), where εf = −0.17 (bright green
symbols). Regaining of symmetric flow from an initially asym-
metric state at εi = 0.15 is illustrated by Fig. 7(c) (Multimedia
view), for εf = −0.28 [corresponding to the dark red symbols
in Fig. 6(d)]. Here we can see how the flow field is transformed
from a fully developed central vortex back to a symmetric state
within ≈1 s.

In Sec. III B 2, we will focus on analysing the dynamics of
confined merging vortices and the opposite process in which
a single vortex splits into two vortices.

2. Dynamics of vortex merging and splitting
The normalized separation distance between vortices

b/b0 is plotted as a function of dimensional time in Fig. 8.
The left hand side of Fig. 8 shows the data for increasing Re
experiments during the process of merging. The right hand
side of Fig. 8 shows the opposite experiments where a step
decrease in Re causes the single central vortex to split into
two Dean vortices that migrate away from each other towards
the channel walls.

We notice that for α = 0.45 and 0.57 the range of move-
ment of the Dean vortices prior to merging is ≈0.1b0 [Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b)], similarly to the finding in the quasistatic experi-
ments shown in Sec. III A. For α = 1.1, the range of movement
is ≈0.5b0 [Fig. 8(c)], while for the highest aspect ratio α = 2.4,
we observe that the Dean vortices pass through an even larger
relative distance ≈0.7b0 before merging [Fig. 8(d)]. The merg-
ing process that is seen for α = 1.1 and α = 2.4 has a qualitative
similarity to previous studies in which the vortices are not
confined.30,31,57,58,66,67

Since the experimental system enables control of the
initial and final Re, we are able to capture unique cases
in which the vortices are in the process of merging but
never fully merge, due to the balance achieved between iner-
tial and viscous forces at the final Ref . Examples for this
equilibrium state within the vortex merging process can be
seen for two experiments with the channel α = 0.45 for

FIG. 8. Normalized distance between the center position of merging and separat-
ing Dean vortices (b/b0) as a function of time for four aspect ratios; (a) α = 0.45,
(b) α = 0.57, (c) α = 1.1, and (d) α = 2.4. Experiments are performed for step
increases (left) and decreases (right) in εf , which is indicated in the legend. Solid
lines correspond to exponential curve fitting.

which εf = 0.03 and εf = 0.06 [as shown in the left side of
Fig. 8(a)]. By fixing Ref in the dynamic experiments, we are also
able to arrest the process at any given stage while remain-
ing under constant flow. This can potentially enable a very
detailed study of the flow field during merging and splitting of
vortices.

In order to get further insight into the effects of confine-
ment on the dynamics of the merging and splitting processes
we performed curve fitting to the plots in Fig. 8 at differ-
ent aspect ratios. All of our experimental data sets (for vortex
merging and splitting) are well-described by a simple expo-
nential of the form b/b0 = 1 + AeR0t, where A is a constant
and R0 is the rate of the exponential growth. Note that vortex
merging has been described as an exponential process in var-
ious previous studies.27,36,68–71 The parameter R0 is extracted
from the exponential data fit and is plotted as a function of εf
in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 9. R0 as a function of εf . R0 is extracted from the exponential fits to the data
in Fig. 8(a). The solid lines are linear fits to the data, where m is the slope. Merging
data are located in the upper right quadrant; splitting data are located in the lower
left quadrant.

From our results, it is seen that the rates of both the
merging and the splitting processes are linearly dependent
on the imposed Ref , with an apparent change in slope at the
critical point.

Considering first the merging process, at all aspect ratios
we observe faster merging for higher εf . This is in agreement
with previous experiments which measured the time taken for
vortices to merge for different initial imposed Re.29

For a given εf , merging rates are faster in high α devices
compared to the low α channels.

Now, considering the splitting process, we observe the
opposite trend, i.e., faster splitting in low α channels than in
high α channels (for a given εf ).

Considering only the low α channels, it is apparent that,
equidistant from the critical point, the merging is significantly
slower than the splitting of vortices. The opposite is true for
high α channels, where merging proceeds at a faster rate than
splitting.

The contrasting dynamics can be attributed to the higher
value of ΓDean/Uw (see Fig. 4) that leads to stronger attrac-
tion between Dean vortices in high α channels. Hence the
vortices in high α channels are relatively quick to merge but
relatively slow to separate in comparison with lower α chan-
nels. This disparity provides a basis for understanding the hys-
teresis in the flow transition observed in the higher aspect
ratio channels.

Confining vortices by reducing the channel aspect ratio
forces them to be in an “unnatural” constricted environment.
At higher aspect ratios, the vortices are less confined, show
a more natural circular shape and gain further spatial free-
dom. Consequently, we can expect that in an un-confined sys-
tem (for instance in aerodynamics or geophysical flows), the
splitting dynamics will be slower than that of merging.

In Sec. III B 3, we will discuss the relation between the
onset of the flow instability and regaining of symmetry with
the merging and splitting of vortices.

3. Relation between flow instability
and vortex dynamics

Here, we present the relation between the order param-
eter ψ, which describes the degree of flow asymmetry,
and the distance between the merging and separating Dean
vortices b.

For each α, the plots of ψ′ as a function of 1 − b/b0 are
presented in Fig. 10 for a wide variety of εf . In general, there
is a good collapse of the data at each aspect ratio, clearly
showing the inter-relation between the two quantities and
suggesting thatψ′ depends only on the distance between Dean
vortices, independently of the history of the system. The rela-
tion between ψ′ and 1 − b/b0 is solely affected by the value of
α, which determines the extent of confinement and the initial
distance of the vortices from each other.

For the different transition types, we see different trends.
For the supercritical transition, ψ′ shows a general linear
change with 1 − b/b0, with an apparently α-dependent slope
[Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)]. However, for subcritical transitions
the relation between the parameters is non-linear [Figs. 10(c)
and 10(d)].

In the high α channels, we can see that initially, ψ′

changes rapidly as a function of the distance between the vor-
tices. As the vortices approach each other, there is a change
in slope and ψ′ increases more moderately while the distance
between the vortices decreases rapidly. We interpret these
two regimes as corresponding to the diffusive and convec-
tive stages of the merging and splitting processes. The gen-
eral linear relation between ψ′ and 1 − b/b0 for low α chan-
nels suggests the absence of one of the stages in merging
and splitting in these more confined cases. Since the vortices
only move through a relatively short distance in these low α

FIG. 10. Relation between the order parameter ψ′ and the distance between
merging Dean vortices b/b0. The data plots show both increasing and decreas-
ing Re steps experiments, εf is indicated in the legend. Supercritical transition (a)
α = 0.45 and (b) α = 0.57. Subcritical transition (c) α = 1.1 and (d) α = 2.4.
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cases, we conclude that the confinement results in a dominant
diffusive stage and the absence of an observable convective
stage.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have examined the vortex dynamics

associated with a symmetry breaking flow instability that
occurs beyond a critical Reynolds number in a 4-way inter-
secting flow. At low Re, the flow in the cross section of the
intersecting region is symmetric and composed of four cells of
Dean vortices. As Re is increased beyond the onset of bifurca-
tion, one pair of diagonally opposed Dean vortices intensifies
and begins to approach each other, ultimately merging to form
a single vortex located on the channel centerline. By a subse-
quent reduction of Re, the opposite process can be induced
in which a single vortex splits into two co-rotating vortices
that migrate away from each other. While vortex merging has
been studied extensively, the process of vortex splitting is
much more challenging to induce and study. Here, by careful
manipulation of the imposed Reynolds numbers in quasistatic
and dynamic experiments, we are able to easily induce both
the merging and splitting processes while keeping the sys-
tem under a well-controlled constant steady flow. Further-
more, we can arrest the dynamics at any desired stage, per-
mitting a detailed study of the complex flow fields and vortex
interactions.

Our dynamic experiments show that the process of merg-
ing and splitting is exponential with a rate R0 that depends
linearly on the imposed Reynolds number and also depends
on whether the vortices are merging or separating. By chang-
ing the aspect ratio (α) of the channels leading to and from the
intersection, we vary the degree of confinement of the four
Dean vortices in the symmetric flow state, which has a sig-
nificant effect on the rates of vortex merging and splitting.
For channels with lower values of α, the Dean vortices are
tightly confined within quadrants of the channel cross sec-
tion. This results in a relatively slow rate of vortex merging
compared with splitting and reversibility of the flow transi-
tion. By contrast, for channels with higher α, the Dean vor-
tices are relatively widely spaced and unconfined. In this
case, we find a faster rate of merging than of splitting. The
change in the relative rates of vortex merging and splitting
as α is varied provides a rationalization for the emergence
of hysteresis in the symmetry breaking transition at higher
values of α.13

The symmetry breaking and the vorticity dynamics are
intimately linked, and our order parameter ψ that describes
the degree of flow asymmetry is shown to depend only on
the separation between Dean vortices b, independent of Re
or the history of the system. The relation between ψ and b is
linear for low α channels (supercritical transitions, for which
only a slow diffusive merging and splitting are observed) but
is non-linear for the more complicated hysteretic subcritical
transitions in higher α channels (for which both slow diffusive
and fast convective stages are seen).

Our results are clearly relevant to understanding and
predicting flow transitions associated with the merging and

splitting of vortices in confined environments such as pipe
flows, microfluidics, and biological flows within veins and
arteries. Our discoveries may also benefit the understand-
ing of vortex dynamics in general, particularly, with regard
to the turbulent energy cascade and the prediction of vortex
behavior and interactions in geophysical flows.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material provides details of the
parameters obtained from fitting the dynamic form of the
Landau model to the time-resolved experimental data. We
show how the fitting parameters scale with the imposed
control conditions and compare these scalings with those
from the existing literature on flow transitions near tricritical
points.
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